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BRAND NEW BEAR MACHINES
• _ attractive prices
• imQIdia1:a deflVery 8vaUable
• 18 differentl models of sh8P~ hobbers, shavers,

boners, griitders, hob sharpeners, and inspection
equipment
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Modell G532-7
32" x 7" Stroke

Gear Shaping Machine
$110.995

Model11'6LM
Flat ILapping Machine
1!6" Diamet'er
$5,'995,

Mode'l GH32-11
Higih P,roduction

Gear Hobber
$54,995
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t8 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

KishMethod for
D·· f-__etermmation 0-
Hunting Mesh

Jules Kish
hen designing a gear set, engineers usually want the
teeth of the gear (Ng) and the pinion (Np) in a "hunt-

ing" mesh. Such a mesh or combination is defined as

one in which the pinion and the gear do not have any
common divisor by a prime number. H a mesh is "hunting,"

then the pinion must make Np x Ng revolutions before the

same pinion tooth meshes with the same gear space. It is often

easy to determine if a mesh is hunting by first determining if
both the pinion and the gear teeth are divisible by 2, 3, 5, 7,
etc. (prime numbers). However, in this age of computeriza-

tion, how does one program the computer to check for hunting
teeth? A simple al.gorithm is shown below.

Kish Method
(1) Designate the larger number of teeth on the pinion or

gear as Nmax.
(2) Designate the smaller number of teeth. as Nmin.
(3) Find the integer part of the fractional remainder of

Nmax/Nmin as follows:

Nremain = (NNmqx - integer part of Nn~x). Nminmzn - Nmin

(4) IfNremain = I, the mesh is hunting.
IfNremain = 0, the mesh is not hunting.

If Nrema in > 1, then:
Set Nmax ;;;;Nmin,
Set Nmin = Nremain,
Go back to Step (3) and repeat until Nremain = 1 or O.

As an example, consider the following:

Example #1 i Example #2-----------------------------r----------------------------
Np=28,Ng=91 i Np=29,Ng=91

Nmin = 28 : Nmin « 29
Nmax = 91 ! Nmax = 91

I

1 Nremain =(*- 3)29 =4
I
I,,,,,,,,,,
I,

Nremain =(!k- - 3) 28 == 7

Nmin e 'l
Nmax=28

Nmin=4
Nmax=29

Nremain =(~ -7)4 = 1Nremain =(* - 4) 7 = 0

Therefore, the mesh
is not hunting.

Therefore., the mesh
is, hunting.

The Kish method is easily programmed, and checks for

hunting teeth can be performed in the computer. The method
works for any tooth combination, As seen above, each time a

new Nmax and Nmin are set, the fractional remainder becomes
smaller until finallythe remainder is either I or O. 0

Jules Kish has nearly 35 years of experience working on the
design and development of transmissions for Sikorsky Aircraft
Corporation. He holds a MSMEjrom Yale University.
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